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ABSTRACT
Consider a sequential active learning problem where, at each round,
an agent selects a batch of unlabeled data points, queries their labels
and updates a binary classifier. While there exists a rich body of
work on active learning in this general form, in this paper, we focus
on problems with two distinguishing characteristics: severe class
imbalance (skew) and small amounts of initial training data. Both
of these problems occur with surprising frequency in many web
applications. For instance, detecting offensive or sensitive content
in online communities (pornography, violence, and hate-speech)
is receiving enormous attention from industry as well as research
communities. Such problems have both the characteristics we de-
scribe – a vast majority of content is not offensive, so the number of
positive examples for such content is orders of magnitude smaller
than the negative examples. Furthermore, there is usually only
a small amount of initial training data available when building
machine-learned models to solve such problems. To address both
these issues, we propose a hybrid active learning algorithm (HAL)
that balances exploiting the knowledge available through the cur-
rently labeled training examples with exploring the large amount
of unlabeled data available. Through simulation results, we show
that HAL makes significantly better choices for what points to
label when compared to strong baselines like margin-sampling.
Classifiers trained on the examples selected for labeling by HAL
easily out-perform the baselines on target metrics (like area un-
der the precision-recall curve) given the same budget for labeling
examples. We believe HAL offers a simple, intuitive, and computa-
tionally tractable way to structure active learning for a wide range
of machine learning applications.
1 INTRODUCTION
A key step in learning high-quality models in a variety of supervised
learning scenarios is obtaining labeled training examples. Several
applications start with a large number of unlabeled examples, and
need to acquire labels for training by presenting the examples
to humans for judgment. This can be expensive since it might
require setting up tools and infrastructure, training humans on the
evaluation task, and paying people for the time spent labeling the
examples. Algorithms that select examples for labeling that are
likely to give us the most improvement are clearly valuable. With
a good algorithm, we will be able to obtain the same amount of
improvement to a target metric for lower cost, or obtain greater
improvements at the same cost compared to a naïve algorithm.
In this paper, we consider the problem of designing a good active
learning algorithm [36] for learning a binary classifier on a highly
skewed data set while starting out with a limited amount of training
data. This is a surprisingly common scenario for many applications.
Consider building a spam model on an open discussion platform
on the web. The data is often highly skewed, with most examples
being non-spam. For applications where we want to detect sensitive
or offensive content (pornography, hate-speech) we face a similar
problem – most data is in the negative class (non-offensive), with a
very small number of examples in the positive class. Furthermore,
we focus on the difficult setting where we are starting out building
the classifier and have very little training data (in the limit, we have
no labeled examples at all).
A well-known active learning baseline is margin sampling [5].
The key intuition in margin sampling is to sample from unlabeled
points with a probability inversely proportional to the margin (dis-
tance from the separating hypersurface). Empirical studies [35]
have shown this approach to be surprisingly effective in a vari-
ety of settings. In this paper, we present a novel active learning
algorithm, called Hybrid Active Learning (HAL), that leverages an
explore-exploit trade-off to improve on margin sampling. The key
insight is to combine margin sampling, a strategy that exploits the
existing labeled data for incremental improvements to the training
data set, with an exploration scheme that allows us to improve the
classifier quicker. Margin sampling selects new points based on
previously labeled points which could potentially introduce bias to
the training set. Furthermore, margin sampling may get stuck at a
particular uncertain area of the whole input space and leave out
other unexplored areas. By sampling from unexplored areas in the
input space, the exploration scheme exposes new uncertain areas
to the margin sampler and improves its usefulness.
Our proposed algorithm allows for a generic exploration scheme
to be combined with margin sampling. Hence, the computational
complexity of our algorithm depends on the complexity of the explo-
ration scheme. As will be presented later in this paper, very simple
exploration schemes such as random and Gaussian exploration
significantly improve over margin sampling.
The paper makes the following key contributions:
• It presents HAL, a novel active learning scheme that lever-
ages the explore-exploit trade-off for active learning on
highly skewed data sets.
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• It demonstrates through studies on real and synthetic data
that the proposed algorithm significantly outperforms mar-
gin sampling for our experimental setting with skewed data.
The advantage is particularly large during the initial stages
where we have much less training data.
• It identifies interesting avenues for further research into iden-
tifying better active learning schemes over highly skewed
data sets.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 sur-
veys areas of research in active learning. Section 3 formally intro-
duces the problem setting and describes the key challenges of skew
and limited training data. Section 4 describes the intuition behind
our approach and the details of the exploration schemes we con-
sider. Section 5 presents experimental results on synthetic and real
datasets and compares our approach to multiple baselines. Section 6
discusses various aspects of the proposed algorithms and identifies
future research directions for designing better active learning algo-
rithms. Finally, we summarize our findings and conclude the paper
in Section 7.
2 RELATEDWORK
There exists a vast body of work on active learning in various sce-
narios. We refer to [17] and [36] for an extensive review of the
literature. In this paper, we are considering a pool-based active
learning problem where an agent has access to a large set of un-
labeled examples whose labels can be obtained through human
annotation. In such a setting, active learning algorithms proposed
in the literature select points based on two principles. Most algo-
rithms are based on the informativeness principle which selects
the most informative points. Two popular approaches are margin
sampling [5, 27, 28] and query-by-committee [9, 16, 37]. The former
algorithm selects unlabeled points for which the current classifier
is most uncertain. The latter picks points about which multiple
trained classifiers most disagree. One key feature of these types
of algorithms is that the decision about what example should be
labeled next is solely based on the previously labeled examples. This
could potentially lead to a high bias in the training set, specially
if only a few labeled examples are initially available. The second
principle in active learning is to select examples that are most rep-
resentative of the whole unlabeled data set. This principle forces
the algorithms to exploit the spatial structure of the unlabeled data
set, for instance through clustering [10, 32]. As such, the perfor-
mance of such algorithms is heavily influenced by the quality of
the clustering algorithm. Many research approaches combine the
two above principles. [48] and [12] mix between the two principles
and [23] propose an algorithm based on the min-max view of active
learning.
Despite the existence of many active learning algorithms in the
literature, none of them is believed to be superior to the others
in a general scenario. [34] provides extensive simulation results
comparing different active learning baselines, used with various
classifiers, across multiple data sets. One key observation made by
this empirical study is that the best active learning algorithm varies
by the data set and even by the performance measure of interest.
When dealing with highly imbalanced classes, [3] has proposed
guided learning where instead of only querying the label for an
unlabeled data point, the agent asks crowd workers to find or gen-
erate a training example from the minority class. Although such
a strategy ensures the existence of enough examples of each class
in the training set, it requires expensive human effort. To alleviate
the high cost of guided learning, [29] proposes to mix between
example generation and label querying. Our algorithm is an alter-
native low-cost solution to the skewed data problem which does
not require the costly example generation task. In [15], the authors
propose to select samples within within the SVM margins and they
argue that such samples are less imbalanced compared to the entire
dataset. As sampling within margins is similar to margin-sampler
algorithm, their approach is likely to suffer from the same issue
illustrated in Figure2 as margin-sampler algorithm.
In [6, 47], the authors propose to consider the diversity of the
samples selected for labeling. As their approaches are motivated
for general active learning problems, it’s unclear how they perform
in problems where the class is extremely imbalanced.
Another approach to exploit unlabeled data when training a
classifier is via semi-supervised learning techniques [8, 50]. It is
worth mentioning that these approaches are orthogonal to our aim
in this paper. In particular, our goal is to design active learning al-
gorithms that select which unlabeled points should be labeled next.
Still, when updating the classifier at each round, semi-supervised
techniques can be leveraged to come up with a better classifier. Fur-
ther investigating the combination of active and semi-supervised
learning is an interesting area of future research.
The crowd-computing community has a rich literature on study-
ing effective and efficient ways to leverage human effort for compu-
tational tasks. For example, marketplaces like Amazon’s Mechanical
Turk (MTurk) make it easy to distribute such tasks that require hu-
man intelligence and make it simple, scalable, and cost-effective.
Several research efforts have leveraged such services in image classi-
fication [11, 40, 41], machine translation [1], etc. Themethods in this
literature can be divided into two general categories. One category
is the conventional active learning framework where an algorithm
selects unlabeled data points and human intelligence is employed to
label this selected point [13, 24, 31, 44, 49]. The other category con-
sists of methods that rely more on human intelligence. In particular,
human resource may be employed to generate a certain class of data
points, or annotate data points beyond only providing a label. For
instance, [2, 20, 22, 30] have considered the possibility of different
types of queries with different informativeness and cost and in [31],
the researchers use guided learning techniques to generate new
data points aside from labeling the existing unlabeled ones. While
methods in the second category allow for more informative actions,
they require a balanced trade-off between the informativeness and
cost of a query. Furthermore, such methods are vulnerable to other
issues as human generated examples may introduce bias into the
training data set. The algorithms in this paper belong to the first
category which employs minimal human intelligence.
Several ideas to improve data quality by using multiple label-
ers [38, 39, 45, 46] and estimating labeler expertise and reliability are
clearly relevant and can be used to further improve the algorithms
proposed in this paper.
In this paper, we propose a hybrid active learning algorithm
which, at each round, trades off between exploiting the currently
learned classifier and exploring undiscovered parts of the input
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(a) All exampleswith their labels (b) Starting labeled data set
Figure 1: (a) The input space with their true label and (b)
the initial labeled data set L0. Blue and red points represent
two different labels, say positive and negative, respectively,
while gray points represent unlabeled examples.
space. The exploration-exploitation dilemma has been widely stud-
ied in bandit and reinforcement learning literature [18, 42, 43] and
many algorithms have been designed for different settings. The idea
of combining exploration and exploitation applies to active learning
as well. [33] studies balancing between exploration and exploitation
for active learning algorithm by dynamically adjusting the proba-
bility to explore at each step. [7] proposes a prototype based active
learning algorithm by leveraging exploration/exploitation strategy
based on uncertainty distribution. But both of them only focus on
general active learning problem. As mentioned in [4], main chal-
lenges when applying active learning in practice including dealing
with the situation when data distribution is highly skewed and with
highly disjunctive classes. Our approach is going to tackle these
difficulties.
3 PROBLEM FORMULATION
Consider a classification problem where a feature vector x ∈ Rd is
mapped to a labely in a finite set of possible labels {1, 2, · · · ,K}. An
agent has access to a large set of unlabeled data along with a smaller
set of labeled data based on which a classifier can be trained. The
agent’s goal is to maximally improve the classifier’s performance on
a target metric using a given labeling budget. To that end, the agent
repeatedly selects a subset of the unlabeled data set, obtains the
corresponding labels, and retrains the classifier using the expanded
labeled data. More formally, let Ut = {xi }uti=1 denote the unlabeled
data set at time step t and let Lt = {(xi ,yi )}lti=1 denote the labeled
data set at that time. Based on these two data sets, the agent may
employ supervised or semi-supervised learning methods to train
a classifier Ct at time t . At each time step t , the agent is allowed
to select a setMt consisting ofm unlabeled data points in Ut and
query their labels to get a set ofm labeled points M¯t . Then, the data
sets at the next time step areUt+1 = Ut −Mt and Lt+1 = Lt ∪ M¯t
and a new classifier Ct+1 is trained on Lt+1. This process repeats
for a sequence of time steps t = 0, 1, 2, · · · ,T .
Generally, the extra information acquired by labeling the points
Mt will improve the classifier’s performance. However, the agent’s
goal is to intelligently select the set of points to be labeled such that
the classifier’s performance improves most at a given labeling cost.
Depending on the application, the performance of the classifier can
be measured in terms of different metrics such as its accuracy, area
under precision-recall curve and recall at a certain precision. In this
paper, we assume that there is no access to a validation set when
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2: Examples selected bymargin sampler at successive
rounds. Orange points represent selected data points. The
dashed line represents a hypothetical separating hypersur-
face.
the active learning algorithm is being deployed, and hence, the
algorithm cannot depend on the feedback it receives by evaluating
the classifier on the validation set.
We make two additional assumptions that distinguish our prob-
lem from the standard active learning problem. First, we assume
that the data set is skewed; that is, the majority of data points be-
long to one of the possible classes. This is a common scenario in
many real-world applications like detecting sensitive content (porn,
hate-speech) or spam and phishing attacks in online communities.
With this constraint, additional effort is needed to ensure that the
active learning algorithm adds sufficiently many data points from
the minority classes to the training set. Second, we assume that
the agent starts with very few labeled data points (i.e., very small
L0). This is common in every real-world setting of building a new
model from scratch. The classifier is extremely unreliable during
the initial phases and the active learning algorithm cannot rely
solely on the classifier’s predictions. These two problems call for a
more sophisticated active learning algorithm.
4 PROPOSED ALGORITHM
To address the challenges discussed in Section 3, we design an ac-
tive learning algorithm consisting of two main components, called
exploit and explore. By mixing between these two components,
the algorithm outperforms margin sampling on data with highly
imbalanced classes and with a very small initial training set.
4.1 High-Level Intuition
Before presenting the details, let us describe the high level intuition
through a visual example. Consider a binary classification problem
in a skewed environment where all examples and their true labels
are as depicted in Figure 1a. Suppose that the agent starts with only
8 labeled examples as depicted in Figure 1b and assume that it is
allowed to query labels for 4 points at each round.
Figure 2 shows examples obtained by margin sampling at three
successive rounds. Recall that margin sampling picks the most un-
certain points at each round; i.e., the points closest to the separating
hypersurface. As such, margin sampling starts by selecting 4 points
as in Figure 2a. After obtaining labels for these 4 points, the separat-
ing hypersurface is updated as in Figure 2b and the next 4 points are
selected accordingly. As can be seen in Figure 2c, margin sampling
keeps selecting points in the same uncertain area, and it may take
a very long time to discover the other positive cluster of points on
the right side of the input space (Figure 1a). As a result, the margin
sampler picks a poor collection of points for the training set.
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Figure 3: Successive samples selected by a hybrid algorithm
which selected 2 points according to margin sampler and
2 points according to an exploration scheme which picks
points from the less explored areas of the input space.
Figure 3 shows successive samples taken by a hybrid algorithm
which selects 2 examples based on margin sampling and 2 points
according to an exploration scheme which selects points from the
least explored areas. As depicted here, such a hybrid algorithm dis-
covers the other positive cluster of points very quickly. Once one of
these positive points is exposed, a new uncertain area forms around
it and hence at later rounds, the margin sampler will discover even
more positive points in that area.
The above example illustrates the key shortcoming of margin
sampling and other exploit-only active learning algorithms. Fur-
thermore, it shows how combining an exploration scheme with
margin sampling can significantly improve the performance. Given
this high-level intuition behind our algorithm, let us describe each
component in more details.
4.2 Exploit Component
This component of the algorithm is based on the predictions of
the current classifier. In other words, at time t , this component
exploits Ct ’s predictions on each of the unlabeled points when
deciding about the setMt . While there might be different ways to
exploit the classifier’s prediction, we take it to be margin sampling.
At each time t , margin sampling selects points the label of which
the classifier Ct is most uncertain about. Specifically, classifier Ct
suggests a prediction vector πt (x) = (π 1t (x),π 2t (x), · · · ,πKt (x)) for
each unlabeled point x ∈ Ut such that πkt (x) denotes the probability
of x being of class k . Given this, we can define a certainty score for
each point x ∈ Ut as
ct (x) = |π (1)t (x) − π (2)t (x)|, (1)
where π (1)t (x) and π (2)t (x) are the maximum and second maximum
components of πt (x), respectively. The certainty score represents
how certain the classifier Ct is about x ’s label. When the classifier
is certain about a point x to be of one of the possible classes, the
certainty score in (1) is large. On the other hand, if the classifier
is not confident about what label x should have the prediction
probabilities are close together resulting in a small certainty score.
Given the certainty scores for each unlabeled point, the margin
sampler selects the points with lowest certainty score.
4.3 Explore Component
As mentioned in Section 3, the classifier is likely to be unreliable
during the first phases when it has not yet been fed with enough
data points. Therefore, solely relying on the exploit component
may result in poor performance of the algorithm. In particular, the
margin sampler picks the points close to the decision boundary and
hence focuses on a limited area of the whole space.
To address this issue, the explore component is designed to
select points in the unexplored areas, independent of the classifier’s
prediction. Specifically, at each time t , an exploration score st (x)
is assigned to each unlabeled point x ∈ Ut that measures how
explored the area around x is. Then, the exploration component
picks the points with the smallest exploration score. There are many
ways to assign exploration scores to unlabeled points. In this paper,
we discuss three such schemes.
Random exploration simply selects the unlabeled points uni-
formly at random. This is equivalent to assigning random explo-
ration score st (x) to each point x ∈ Lt at round t , or more formally,
sRt (x) ∼ uniform(0, 1) (2)
Gaussian exploration, being more sophisticated, works by as-
signing the following score to each unlabeled point x at round
t :
sGt (x) =
∑
z∈Lt
exp
(
− ∥x − z∥2
δ
)
. (3)
Here, δ serves as a free parameter of the Gaussian exploration
scheme which governs the effect of a labeled point on the explo-
ration score of the unlabeled points. Clearly, the closer an unlabeled
point x to a labeled point z, the larger the score. The score is a
reasonable measurement of the certainty of the label for x if we
assume that the label (or function value in a general sense) changes
smoothly in the feature space. This can be better understood by
considering a simple case with two close-by points a and b where
the label for a is known. Since b is close to a, it tends to have the
same label as a due to space smoothness assumption. In this case,
knowing b’s label adds little information to the training data. As
a result, we should select points with lower exploration scores for
labeling.
A third possible exploration scheme is to consider a neighborhood
around each unlabeled point and take the exploration score to
be the fraction of labeled points in that area. For example, the
neighborhood for each point could be the set of the N closest points
to it. According to our experiments, such an exploration scheme
does not perform as well as the two previous ones, and we do not
report it in the simulation results section. It is still possible to define
more sophisticated, perhaps dynamically changing, neighborhoods
that give rise tomore representative exploration scores.We consider
this as a possible topic for future research.
One important consideration when designing the exploration
scheme is its computational complexity. Specifically, since scores
are being computed for each unlabeled points at every round, there
should be a computationally easy way to update them. Otherwise,
our algorithm would be prohibitively expensive. We discuss this in
more detail in Section 4.5.
4.4 Final Algorithm
Now that we have discussed the two components of our algorithm,
we can present the full algorithm combining their advantages.
Our algorithm, described in Algorithm 1, has a parameter p ∈
[0, 1] which denotes the trade-off between the explore and exploit
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Algorithm 1 Hybrid Active Learning (HAL)
Input: Initial sets U0,L0; labeling budgetm; trade-off parameter
p; exploration scheme s , exploitation scheme c
Initialize:U = U0,L = L0 and compute s(x) for x ∈ U0
for t = 0, 1, 2, · · · do
Update the classifier C based onU and L
Compute the certainty scores c(x) ∀x ∈ U
LetM = {}
for i = 1, 2, · · · ,m do
Let z =

argmin
w ∈U
c(w) with probability p
argmin
w ∈U
s(w) with probability 1 − p
Remove z fromU and add it toM
Update s(x) for x ∈ U
end for
Get the labels for points inM
Update L ← L ∪ M¯
end for
Update the classifier C based onU and L
Table 1: Computational complexity of each component at
step t and the total complexity for all data points being la-
beled.
Component Step-t Total
Margin Sampling O(n − pmt) O
(
(1 − p2 )n
2
m
)
Random Exploration O(m) O(n)
Gaussian Exploration O((1 − p)mn) O((1 − p)n2)
Model Update O(mt) O(n2m )
components. At each round t , the algorithm has a budget to select
m points. Each point is picked according to the exploit or explore
component with probability p and 1 − p, respectively. Once a point
is selected, the exploration score is updated for the remaining unla-
beled points and this process repeats until allm points have been
selected.
We name our algorithm Hybrid Active Learning (HAL). In the
rest of the paper, we use HAL-R(p) and HAL-G(p) to denote HAL
with random and Gaussian exploration and with a trade-off param-
eter p. Note that HAL-R(1) is equivalent to margin sampling and
HAL-R(0) is equivalent to random sampling.
4.5 Computational Complexity
We brieflymentioned the computational complexity of the Gaussian
exploration algorithm. Now let us give a formal treatment of the
complexity of the entire algorithm. Since explore and exploit are
separate components, we can derive the complexity for each and
simply add them up to get the final complexity. Let n andm denote
the total number of data points and the labeling budget at each
step, respectively. The complexity at step t ∈ [0, nm ] and the total
complexity of labeling all data points is summarized in Table 1,
Note that, on average at each round, margin sampling selects
pm points. Using a Quickselect[21] based algorithm, it will have
a O(n − pmt) complexity on average. Updating the classifier at
each round results in a O(mt) complexity as the training only goes
through the current labeled data a fixed number of times. At each
round, Gaussian exploration picks an average of (1 − p)m points
sequentially. After selecting each point, the exploration scores of
remaining unlabeled points are updated resulting in aO((1−p)mn)
complexity at round t . The complexity for margin sampling com-
bined with any of the two exploration schemes is O(n2m ).
5 EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results for the case of binary
classification with positive and negative class labels. We compare
our method against baseline algorithms both on synthetic and real-
world data sets. Both these cases represent a highly skewed binary
data set where only a small fraction of data points are positively
labeled. Moreover, we consider the scenario where the active learn-
ing process starts with zero labeled data points. We use a simple
neural network for the classifier. In each case, we use a two hidden
layers with 50 nodes on each layer for the synthetic data set and
20 nodes on each layer for the MNIST data set. Each layer is fully
connected, and uses rectified linear units (ReLU). The network is
set up to optimize the cross-entropy loss. Adagrad[14] is used to
train the network. The initial learning rate is set to 0.05. We tried
different neural network architectures on the entire labeled data set
and selected the optimal architecture based on the best performance
on the testing data set. The active learning algorithm selects 100
new points from the unlabeled set at each round. These selected
data points are then labeled and added to the training set to update
the classifier.
In each of the following scenarios, we evaluate HAL both for
random exploration and Gaussian exploration. For Gaussian explo-
ration, we simply set the scaling factor δ to 10. Furthermore, we
compare against margin sampling and random sampling as two
baseline algorithms. We report two performance metrics for the
classifiers trained at each time step – the area under the precision-
recall curve (AUC-PR) and the recall at precision of 0.9. Recall
at high precision is a more useful metric in applications where
the positive class is very rare, and the goal in many applications
like sensitive-content detection is to recover as many positives as
possible at a high precision bar.
5.1 Synthetic Data Set
Let us start by presenting the simulation results on the synthetic
data set. The data set consists of 10-dimensional data points which
are generated as follows. First, 300 random points are generated in
the 10-dimensional space by sampling from a centered multivariate
normal distribution with independent components each having a
variance of 8. These points are then considered as the centers of 300
clusters. Given a cluster center ci , we generate a number of random
points according to a multivariate normal distribution centered at
ci with independent components each having a variance of 4 to
form cluster i . Out of these 300 clusters, the points in 10 randomly
selected clusters are labeled positive and the rest of the points are
considered as negatives. Finally, positive points are downsampled
such that only 0.5% of all the points are positively labeled. Aside
from the unlabeled setU0 which consists of 105 such data points,
we also generate a validation set E of size 104 based on which we
evaluate the performance of different algorithms.
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Figure 4: AUC-PR of different algorithms on a 0.5%-skewed
synthetic data set.
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Figure 5: Recall at high precision of different algorithms on
a 0.5%-skewed synthetic data set.
Figure 4 depicts AUC-PR of different algorithms versus number
of labeled points. In the figure, HAL-G and HAL-R denote the hy-
brid algorithm with Gaussian exploration and random exploration,
respectively. The number in the name refers to the fraction value,
namely, the probability of using margin sampling algorithm. Each
curve is obtained by averaging the results of 100 repeated runs with
the same parameters (e.g. the same exploration algorithm and trade-
off parameter p). For each exploration scheme, we experimented
with trade-off parameters p from 0 to 1.0 with step 0.1 and take
the best performing fraction for comparison. The results suggest
that HAL is generally better than margin sampling. In particular,
HAL-G(0.5) is significantly better than the other methods at the
early stage where the number of labeled data points is less than
2000. HAL-G(0.5) is about 50% better than margin sampling at 2000
labeled data points. Since data labeling incurs cost, it’s reasonable
to evaluate the performance of an active learning algorithm as
the cost (e.g. dollars) required for achieving a desired objective.
Assuming the cost is proportional to the number of labeled data
points, HAL-G(0.5) is 7x more effective than the margin sampling,
because with less than 2000 labeled data points, HAL-G(0.5) is able
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Figure 6: Recall at precision 0.9 vs. trade-off parameter p in
the 0.5%-skewed synthetic data set. Each point is a measure-
ment after 6k labeled data points have been observed.
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Figure 7: Area under precision-recall curve of different algo-
rithms on a 1.5%-skewed MNIST data set.
to achieve the same objective as margin sampling with 14000 la-
beled data points. Figure 5 plots recall at precision 0.9 achieved
by different algorithms. As depicted in this figure, HAL-G outper-
forms HAL-R. Also HAL-R(0.8) outperformed HAL-R(0.2), though
these two algorithms have similar performance under AUC-PR
metric. Both Figures 4 and 5 indicate that HAL (both for random
or Gaussian exploration) with p chosen to balance exploration and
exploitation significantly improves over HAL-R(1.0), the plain mar-
gin sampling algorithm. Figure 6 explores this further, by plotting
the recall at precision 0.9 achieved by HAL-R for different values of
the trade-off parameter p after observing 6k labeled data points. As
depicted in this figure, a balanced trade-off between explore and
exploit components performs much better than each component
separately.
5.2 MNIST Data Set
To verify the above observations on real-world data sets, we per-
formed the same experiments on the MNIST data set [26]. The
original MNIST data set presents a fairly simple classification prob-
lem as all instances of a single class are very similar and can be
distinguished from other classes via a simple clustering. To make
the classification task more difficult, we turn the problem into a
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Figure 8: Recall at high precision of different algorithms on
a 1.5%-skewed MNIST data set.
binary classification problem by assigning binary labels as follows:
we labeled the digits 0, 1 and 4 as positive and the other 7 digits as
negatives. Including multiple digits in the positive class ensures that
there is a diversity of examples in the positive class much like with
real applications in sensitive content detection etc. Also to establish
a highly skewed scenario, positive points are then downsampled to
be a 1.5%-skewed. The initial unlabeled set and the validation set
consist of 60, 000 and 10, 000 data points, respectively.
Figures 7 and 8 show the performance of different active learning
algorithms on the modified MNIST data set. According to these
results, HAL is clearly better than margin sampling at the early
stage (near 3000 data points) and the advantage becomes marginal
as more data points are labelled. HAL-G has a clear advantage over
margin sampling in recall at high precision.
5.3 Performance with Varying Skewness
The results on both the synthetic data set and real-world data set
demonstrate that the HAL algorithm is advantageous over the
margin-sampler algorithm when severe class imbalance exists. To
further confirm that the advantage is more pronounced when the
data is more skewed, we compared HAL to the margin-sampler on
class skewness varying from 0.005 to 0.5 on both the synthetic and
MNIST data. The setting is the same as the settings in Section 5.1
and Section 5.2 except the skewness. The results are summarized
in Figure 9.
In the figure, lines in the same color correspond to the results
of HAL and margin sampling algorithms for the same skewness.
The skewness is indicated as the number in the legend and the
smaller the number, the more skewed the label distribution is. The
gap between the same colored lines reflects the advantage of one
method over the other. As seen from the results for the synthetic
data, when the class skewness is severe, e.g. 0.005 and 0.01, HAL-G
consistently outperforms the margin sampling at any given number
of labeled data points. It’s worth noting that HAL-G achieves an
almost saturated objective value at an early stage (with less than
2000 labeled data points), which gives it a huge advantage over
the margin sampling algorithm. As more data points are labeled,
margin sampling algorithm starts to catch up HAL-G, but still its
performance at 14000 labeled data points is slightly worse than
the performance of HAL-G at less than 2000 labeled data points. In
other words, HAL-G is 7x more effective than margin sampling.
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Figure 9: Area under precision-recall curve w.r.t class skew-
ness for the synthetic (above) and the MNIST (bottom) data.
HAL and MARGIN denote HAL-G and margin sampling al-
gorithm. The number in the legend is the class skewness –
the percentage of positive labeled data.
At a given number of labeled data points, 2000 for example, the
gap between two same colored lines gets smaller when the label
skewness reduces and the gap completely disappears when the class
is perfectly balanced (skewness is 0.5). This observation shows that
HAL-G is more advantageous when the label is more skewed. The
results for the MNIST data shows a similar pattern.
6 DISCUSSION AND FUTUREWORK
We discuss three aspects of deploying HAL on real-world data sets
that open up additional avenues for investigation – designing a
policy for building up a validation set and designingmore principled
exploration schemes.
6.1 The Choice of the Fraction value p
Our proposed hybrid algorithm is parameterized by fraction value
p. p is a hyper-parameter which can’t be learned from data. As
seen from the results on the synthetic and MNIST datasets, the
choice of fraction value has a significant impact on the algorithm’s
performance. Though we’re able to identify an optimal value for p
by trivially examining various values of p in our experiments, we
have to admit that this approach might be limited for a real-world
problem. In the future work, we want to explore methods which
can set the fraction value dynamically.
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6.2 Absence of Validation Set
In our experiments, the target metrics for the model at each step
are reported on a validation set. The existence of a such a validation
set is necessary for comparing various active learning algorithms.
In practice, however, such a validation set might not exist. Recall
that in our problem setting, training data is already sparse. Conse-
quently, additional effort needs to be expended labeling examples
to construct a validation set. Then, at every step, in addition to
considering which points should be selected for labeling and inclu-
sion in the training set, we also need to consider if we should label
points and add them into the validation set. This is a non-trivial
problem given that the data set is extremely skewed.
Choosing a good validation set is important since that may de-
termine whether a model is used in production. Having a poor
validation set may mean a classifier that detects sensitive content
does worse in production than expected – this is clearly undesirable.
Choosing a cost-effective strategy for constructing such a valida-
tion set is an open research question. For example, if we sample
randomly, we are likely to end up with the majority of selected
points being negatives. In this case, a large number of samples is
needed to establish a meaningful validation set. This may prove
to be very expensive. Two questions naturally arise: 1) What is a
good strategy for sampling points to construct a validation set, and
2) Given a budget, what’s the right allocation between choosing
a point for inclusion in the training set vs. the validation set. We
believe these are interesting problems for further research.
6.3 Exploration Schemes
Our Gaussian exploration simply estimates the label utility for
an unlabeled point by considering its distance to existing labeled
points and assuming label smoothness in the feature space. Such
an exploration scheme prefers selecting points far away from the
labeled points and encourages diversification in the selected points
when the algorithm proceeds with small batch size. The exploration
is quite relevant to the sensor location selection problems in [19, 25].
In their problem, the goal is to identify the best k locations to deploy
the sensors so that the spatial measurement (e.g. river pH value) can
be estimated with least uncertainty. In [19], the authors model the
spatial measurement as a Gaussian process with known parameters
and select the points based on mutual information criteria that most
reduce the uncertainty of the unlabeled points. In their approach,
the Gaussian process allows modeling uncertainty in a natural
manner. While our approach uses deep neural networks for the
classification, modeling uncertainty for unlabeled points is less
intuitive. In future work, it would be interesting to explore new
exploration schemes based on more principled criteria like mutual
information used in [19]. Our exploration scheme also doesn’t
distinguish between the utility of closeness to a positive labeled
point or a negative labeled point. Incorporating a preference for
positive labels is also an interesting avenue for further investigation.
7 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we considered active learning for a practical binary
classification task two distinctive features: skewed classes and
scarce initial trainind data. We proposed Hybrid Active Learning
(HAL) as a modular solution to the active learning problem in such
a setting which trades off between exploit and explore components.
While we have only considered margin sampling as the exploit com-
ponent of our algorithm, its explore component can be designed
in many different ways. Through simulation results on synthetic
and real-world data, we showed that our hybrid algorithm, even
with simple exploration schemes such as random and Gaussian
exploration, significantly improves over the baselines.
We identified several topics for future work: choosing a good
strategy for building a validation set, and trying other exploration
schemes. While this paper has focused on a binary classification
task, we expect to adapt this approach to multi-class classification
and regression tasks.
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